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More November News at   
 

 In this season of Thanksgiving, we at SCARC are truly and sincerely thankful for all of our staff, both 

direct support professionals and our administration teams, who tirelessly pursue our mission of 

providing high quality services to persons with developmental disabilities and their families.  We 

appreciate all that everyone is doing to promote health, safety, and well-being for those we serve and 

support.  We are surely ONE SCARC TEAM!  Happy Thanksgiving everyone! 

 

 Craig and Peter from our Newton group home pitch in to help our 

staff keep their vehicle clean and neat to travel in.  Of course, these men 

enjoy getting out and helping in the cleaning duties.   

 

 Brad, Carol, Ernie and Alphonse 

from our Beemerhill group home enjoy 

a trip to Sunrise Mountain to enjoy the 

beautiful weather and get some exercise.  It seems like the earth’s 

axis is greater at Sunrise Mountain! 

 

 We are pleased to announce SCARC 

has received a grant from the Kessler Foundation which was given to the 

Arc/US, then forwarded to SCARC.  The grant’s purpose is to pay for the cost of 

necessary Personal Protective Equipment such as masks, gloves, face shields, and gowns for our Direct 

Support Professionals, our CHAMPIONS.  Thank you to the Kessler Foundation and the Arc/US for 

supporting our COVID needs.   

 

 The Sussex Group Home recently 

had visitors from Sussex Rural 

Electric Cooperative in Sussex.  

The visitors were cheering on fellow 

employee Sean Carroll, a resident of 

the home.  The visit included a drive-

by with one of the SREC line trucks 

driven by one of Sean’s colleagues.  

We are thankful for SREC! 

 

 Remember, the SCARC Foundation has been selected by Subaru World of Newton to participate in 

Subaru's Share the Love program as a Hometown Charity!  This year’s event will run November 19, 

2020 through January 4, 2021 at the Hampton based Subaru dealership on Route 206.  During the 

Share the Love event, for every new vehicle purchased or leased, Subaru donates $250 to the 

purchaser's choice of participating charities, including the SCARC Foundation. 

 


